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EDGE-TO-EDGE QUILTING ON YOUR EMBROIDERY MACHINE 

SUPPLY LIST 

 Embroidery machine in good working condition, with embroidery foot and single hole 

stitch plate, if applicable 

 Minimum 6” x 10” embroidery hoop (for example, Bernina mega hoop or larger).  If you 

have more than one hoop in this size range, bring them all and you can decide during 

the class.  

 Edge-to-Edge Quilting on Your Embroidery Machine Book by Amelie Scott Designs 

 Dark thread (any type) for stitching out templates. 

 Thread for quilting and bobbin filled with same thread.  

 Topstitch needles #90-14. 

 Medium weight tear away stabilizer to fit your hoop. 

 Ruler at least 18” long 

 Tape measure 

 Water soluble marker 

 Ink pen or Sharpie 

 Thread snips 

 Scissors to cut stabilizer  

 Clover ½” double sided basting tape  - NOT “Wonder Tape”.  In a pinch, you can use 

double sided Scotch tape, but it doesn’t adhere as well as the Clover. 

 Simple calculator (many phones have an app for this) 

 A few straight pins 

 Self-threading hand sewing needle (optional) 

 Prepared small quilt sandwich (see note below) 

 USB stick with designs loaded in your machine’s format from CD provided with book.  If 

you have difficulty with this, assistance will be available during class. You will choose 

one design to stitch out on the quilt sandwich described below.  There will be stitched 

samples of several of the designs for you to examine in class.  

PREPARATION BEFORE CLASS 

 Cut 1- 30” x 36” fabric for quilt top. 

 Cut 1 each 42” x 48” batting and backing.   

 Optionally, you can bring a small quilt to work on.  In that case, backing and batting 

need to be one hoop width wider than quilt top around all four sides.  

 Prepare quilt sandwich using basting method of your choice – safety pin, thread baste, 

or spray baste with 505 or similar.   

If you have any questions, please e-mail me at michports@att.net.           Kathy Davenport 
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